
Subject Year Term
GCSE 
Theme

Topics Subject Learning Checklist  Grammar point

Discussing your timetable
Using present tense with since/for                                                                                        

I decided/chose/started/stopped/continue to study

Giving your opinions on your teachers Revision opinions + inf & modals + inf

Talking about the uniform & rules at school Revison modals + inf & I would like - we form

Describing a school trip Revision past tense: pretirite tense and opinions

Discuss about improving your school Revision if clauses: if it were possible

Talking about future options Revision future tense: I intend to, I want to

Discussing the pros and cons of studying Revision we can & if/when clauses

Discussing the advantages of studying a language Using  when you know/speak Spanish you can.. 

Talking about taking a gap year abroad: Spanish 

speaking country
Using for these/ those who like

Discussing the advantages and disadvantages of 

university & apprenticeships

Revision future tenses + negatives including irregular 

have, be                                                                           

Being aware of false friends

Discussing how to get a job Using the passive form, using qui and que

Describing relationships with colleagues and boss Revision of relationship descriptions

Talking about the advantages and disadvantages of jobs

Using subjunctive I want a job that…                                           

Spanish idioms e.g. to cost an eye of the face/to kill 

the hen of golden eggs (waste an opportunity)/for 

the money the monkey dances 

Applying for a job Writing a letter using usted form

Going to an interview
Practising asking and answering questions about 

yourself and your ambitions
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